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Mystery device found in trash can

Bomb scare evacuates 200
By Jim Marino
and Rich Bergrman

\»
N.wmpho'o by Brian Sfaffsna

STANDING OUTSIDE the Student
Services Bldg. awaiting word on the
bomb threat yesterday are city fire Chief

Rutter (in white hat) and Dr. Otto Bauer,
assistant vice president for student affairs.

Bombsquadmen removed three sticks
of a dynamite-like device from a third
floor wash-room in the Student Services
Bldg. shortly before 3:30p.m. yesterday.
The sticks could not be immediately
Identified as dynamite but were rushed
to the Bureau of Criminal Investigation
In London, O., for analysis.
A bomb threat had been phoned at
11:11 a.m. to Barbara Jones, graduate
student secretary in the Placement
Office.
The caller allegedly said the Internal
Revenue Service and the FBI were not
wanted on campus recruiting students,
and that a bomb would explode in three
minutes in retaliation.
Police estimated more than 200
persons were evacuated as the fire alarm
was sounded in warning.
The area surrounding the building
was secured by city police and firemen,
campus, police and county sheriff's
deputies.
The officers remained in a ring
around the building for nearly three
hours while the Army bomb squad was en
route from the Ravenna Arsenal in
Portage County.
A preliminary search of the building
by city and campus officials uncovered
three sticks, taped together at both ends
with black friction tape. A small box
protuded from the center of the device,
believed to be a detonator.

City Fire Chief Howard Rutter
discovered the device wrapped in a
towel, stuffed into a trash receptacle.
The trash can was against a wall bordering the office of the University
yearbook, the Key.
No one was allowed near the building
after this until the bomb squad arrived to
investigate.
The squad worked for 30 minutes on
the device, then conducted a second
general search of the building.
Nothing else suspicious was found,
police said.
Chief Rutter said it would take two to
three days for an analysis of the device to
be completed by crime lab technicians.
Placement Director James Galloway
said the evacuation was orderly and the
building cleared inside three minutes.

Derek Dickinson, assistant dean of
students, said there was no panic as the
new emergency evacuation system was
followed.
Galloway explained an emergency
evacuation system was devised by the
Dean of Students Office as a precaution
after a bomb threat to the Administration
Building three weeks ago.
Neither FBI nor IRS men were
recruiting on campus today, Galloway
said, but an FBI agent from Toledo was
on hand to aid in the investigation.
Galloway said FBI and IRS recruiters
had completed interviewing students
here on Wednesday.
"The caller Just said he didn't want
them back here any more," Galloway
said. "But they'll be back, ail right. "

Experimental Studies in

Honors program out
By Terry Cochron
Staff Reporter
There is no longer a student Honors
Program at Bowling Green.
After intensive re-organization by Dr.
Trevor Phillips, program director, an
Office of Experimental Studies has been
formed in its place.
The function of the office, according to
Dr. Phillips, is to try to satisfy the
academic needs of as many students as
possible.
The office is composed of three major
phases of academic aid for interested
students.
The first program is called
"Academic Acceleration", and deals
with helping students to get into courses
and course levels usually closed to them.
Dr. Phillips said, "Someone may
come in here with a desire to get in a 300
level course from which he is barred. If
it appears he would feel more of a
challenge elsewhere and is bored by his
required courses, I write him a letter of

recommendation and send him to the
proper sources. It's usually effective."
The point Dr. Phillips stressed is that
the Office of Experimental Studies will
help any student in a situation like this,
not just the high academic achiever the
Honors Program served.
A second program offered by the
office is that of open seminars.
Previously the Honors Program dealt
entirely with honors seminars, or
seminars only for those with high ACT
scores, Dr. Phillips said.
The new seminars are now open to
any one highly motivated enough to take
them.
"We are offering 14 seminars this
quarter," Dr. Phillips explained. "They
are open on a first-come, first served

basis each quarter, and are graded S-U
with academic credit."
The seminars deal in a wide range of
topics, and are taught by faculty
members interested in working with
questing students, Dr. Phillips said.
A final program instituted by the
Office of Experimental Studies is called
the Independent Studies Program.
According to Dr. Phillips, under this
program any student with a faculty
advisor may take on independent work in
place of his regular course work.
"This quarter, for instance," said Dr.
Phillips, "32 persons are involved in
independent study programs. They are
taking as many as sixteeen hours of
academic course work, studying in any
field they personally feel would be to

Court to hear
vote suit today

fewiphoro by Jim Fi.dl.

CITY FIRE CHIEF Howard Rutter, (center) and city
Police Chief Colburn Schall leave the Student Services
Bldg. early yesterday afternoon after the discovery of a
homemade bomb.

Police informer spurs
assassination probe
CHICAGO (AP) - A police informant
who said two men told a motorcycle club
gathering that "the leader of the country
did not deserve to live" sent federal
authorities into an investigation
yesterday of a possible assassination plot
against President Nixon in Chicago.
Security precautions for Nixon's
campaign swing through northern
Illinois were beefed up after police in
Arlington Heights, a northwestern
suburb, relayed the information to
government officials. But the President's
visit to push for the election of Sen. Ralph
T. Smith (R-Ill.) went without incident.
State police issued an all-points

grad students'
Three University graduate students
who have sued the Wood County Board of
Elections for voting rights in Wood
County have their hearing set for 10 a.m.
today at the Court of Appeals in Toledo.
At a hearing yesterday, petitions were
presented to the court and today's court
date was set.
The Board of Elections was notified of
the lawsuits Wednesday when Richard
Simington. James Coffman and Ron
Scherer, University members, presented
them with their court case after two
appeals to the board to change their
registration ruling.
The board has maintained the
graduates and teaching fellows have
other permanent residences outside of
Bowling Green where they could
register.
The University members have
charged the board with arbitrarily
deciding who was a student and who was
not and failing to accept any evidence to
the contrary.
They also allege they have no homes
outside Bowling Green, they live here
under long-term leases, their children
attend schools here, they work here and
pay taxes here.
Attorneys for the University members
are from the American Civil liberties
Union and independent firms.

their benefit."
According to Dr. Phillips, there is
some discrepancy with Academic
Counsel concerning whether all sixteen
hours of work should be taken in one
quarter. At present, the Counsel is
studying the issue.
According to Dr. Phillips, "Many
people know nothing about the potentials
of this office. And the major switch from
the Honors Program is that it isn't
limited in scope to an elite core of intellectuals on campus."
"Rather, it is also available to the
creative, challenging student who may or
may not be a high achiever."

bulletin for the two men after Arlington
Heights police said they received a
telephone call from the informant around
midnight.
Officials said the informant told them
he overheard remarks the men made to
the motorcyclists as the club met in a
forest preserve near the Marriott Motor
Hotel where the President spent the
night.
The police report stated that the informant heard the men tell the group that
"the leader of the country did not deserve
to live." The men did not mention
President Nixon by name, according to
the informant, police said.

The report stated that the men told the
group they had "a military-type
automatic weapon in their car" but that
the informant did not see such a weapon.
The men were described as white
males, about 25, and were said to be
driving a 1986 or 1967 black-over-blue
Oldsmobile.
The informant said the men were not
members of the motorcycle club but
became friendly with club members
after they offered marijuana to the
group, the report said.
An all-points bulletin for the men was
issued.

•In Monday's 5th-

The candidates speak

AaMclattd Praia »lr*pho)o

CAUGHT IN THE RAYS of the morning sun, F-',06 Delta
Darts of the U.S. Air Force Aerospace Defense Command
practice air defense intercept techniques.
The 1970
William Tell weapons meet is currently being held at
Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., where three top F-106 teams
are competing.

Candidates for high public office are hard men to catch—a fact we
learned well.
The News made a try for exclusive interviews with the four candidates
for the posts of governor and senator for Ohio, but none came through.
Robert Taft, for example, canceled out because of a dental appointment. The other candidates failed to provide even a tentative interview date.
So, The News hit the road.
We managed to get interviews with all four candidates in their
Cleveland and Toledo stops.
Monday's 5th Edition features highlights from our chats with the
candidates.
When you pull that voting machine curtain closed on Tuesday, we hope
you'll have more information to associate with the candidates than a
ringing cry for "law and order."
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guest column
'Look Alive, Men! We've Got A Hot Assignment'

Halloween blues
By Jim Merino
Contributing Editor
Same dude sure knew how to take the festive spirit out of this mortal this
Halloween.
Twice, in seven days, my car was ransacked and marred.
The last time they did me in right. About $200 worth.
They must have had a lot of fun doing it, and must have been dedicated to
their work because this took time. And should have made as much noise as a
steel factory.
The right front fender was kicked in. Scratches, as if made with a screwdriver, were ground in deeply on all sides. Both rear tires flattened. Ketchup
smeared all over hell. Some gas and oil apparently siphoned, and the water
removed from the battery.
Pretty complete, wouldn't you say?
Sure, I called the police.
"Who doesn't like you?" Ptl. Armstrong said between grimaces at some
sadist's artwork on my new Plymouth.
"You have to have an enemy somewhere," he insisted.
WeU, I hope that's not the case, but twice in a week is a bit much. We
newspaper people don't usually make "only" friends, but I never thought I
shafted someone that badly.
The attendent at Stadium View Sunoco said, "Damn kids celebrating
Halloween, I guess."
I hope that wasn't the case. That's a pretty wierd way for anybody to
celebrate anything.
Well, after I bitched to my landlord, the police, called home and the insurance company there just isn't much else you can do.
I don't have vandalism insurance, so I can see 1200 flying over my left
shoulder.
And no guarantees it won't happen again.
I just thought maybe It would do our readers some good to see how much
someone's attempt at humor can cost, and to ask if anyone's got any good ideas
on how automobiles here can be safeguarded.
I hear there's still about $12,000 worth of vandalism in Lot 6, near the
Stadium, every year, and Campus Security Is doing all it can, but still the
damage and thefts continue.
Apartment parking lots, where what once was my new car was parked, are
another, equally serious problem.
City police can't patrol them that regularly,rent-a-cops are expensive, and
apparently nobody likes the idea of fencing off their lots.
Drop by the office sometime and let me know if you've got any bright ideas
the News can endorse on the subject. You may have to wait a while for me to
come in, though. I plan on taking the car home and walking from now on.
By the way, to all of you who might have vehicles sustaining equal treatment
Oct. 31—Happy Halloween.

threat to freedom
We once thought the days of McCarthylsm and HUAC
were gone, but that apparently Isn't the case.
HUAC's successor, in Washington, the House Internal
Security Committee, has compiled a list of 65 persons
whom this committee has the audacity to |udge outright as
"radical and-or revolutionary" campus speakers.
Thanks to an Injunction by a federal |udge, the list
won't be published. We consider it a disgrace to a"free"
country that a government body should even have attempted to compile such a list.
In his ruling, the judge said the report was intended to
"Inhibit further speech on college campuses by those listed
individuals and others whose political persuasion Is not in
accord with that of members of the committee."
That about says it.
No one in this country, Including congressional committees, has the right to apply labels to any persons or
groups with the purpose of ultimately shutting them up.
The value of the House Internal Security Committee,
real or imagined, should be reconsidered.
Our congressmen have more pressing problems facing
them than trying to decide who qualifies as "unAmerican."

the dynamic duo
The two top members of the Nixon Administration
seem to have a strange sense of priorities when It comes to
their jobs.
The "Dynamic Duo"-President Richard M. Nixon and
Vice President Splro T. Agnew -seem to be part time officials and full time politicians of late.
While Washington stands deserted along the banks of
the Potomac, the pair have been travelling from one end of
the country to the other exulting the virtues of any
Republican candidate in sight...with one notable exception.
One of Agnew's favorite targets has been New York
GOP Senator Charles Goodell, long an administration
critic. Our vice president referred to him as "the Christine
Jorgenson of the Republican Party," Miss Jorgenson was
one of the first to undergo a transexual operation.
Now, Mr. Agnew says, he's going to quit being "Mr.
Nice Guy" and say what he thinks.
That sort of kindness, we can do without.
But while our nation's leaders are out spreading good
will, we can't help but wonder who is minding the shop.

the unamericans
Everybody seems to be in conflict with everyone else
these days. The Democrats fight the Republicans. The
hawks fight the doves. The whites and blacks charge each
other with racism. And now the University Organizations
Board has opened fire on the Youth International Party.
The Yippies have to be the most active and "dedicated
to cause" group on campus. Even though their ideas may
not be the most universally popular, they can defend them
to the death. Most organizations cannot-that Is, if they
have a framework of ideas to defend.
We can't agree that section three, article eight of the
Yippie constitution, ("revolution for the hell of it, all
power to the people") is in any way a noble cause. If this
country needs a revolution, there are a host of worthy
things to choose from as a "cause".
But we don't believe this constitutes a disbanding of the
Yippies as a University organization.
The Youth International Party takes a firm stand on
anything that can In any way be interpreted as controversial. Why they can't Incorporate some of these
causes into their constitution is beyond us.
The Yippies have a place in a University community-If
only to provide food for thought to those minds that remain
stagnant If not challenged.
Perhaps if we people knew exactly what the revolution
was for, more would be in agreement (for the hell of it.)
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news LeTTers
on the news' nonendorsement
In the BG News' editorial Wednesday
announcing their non-endorsement
policy we were told that there was not
sufficient difference between the candidates in Ohio to warrant any endorsements. Presumably we are to
believe that candidates of both major
parties are substantially equally guilty of
"flagwaving, slogan shouting, name
calling, and below-the-belt punches" and
of basing their campaigns "on emotion
instead of logic" and of falling to "have
tackled (the issues) head on."
The editorial's fatuous plague-onboth-your houses reasoning takes no
account of the need for candidates to
represent interests, to give symbolic
reassurance to the concerns of diverse
and conflicting groups, and the need for
each party to put together a majority
coalition. Apparently, only a political
candidate who refused to take the
possibility of winning seriously would
meet the exacting standards of the

political purists of the BG News.
The editorial board leaves the impression that they expect a campaign to
reach the level of a Senior Seminar. One
would be hard pressed to cite many
campaigns in American history that
have achieved their standards.
Moreover it is easy to cite examples of
campaigns much dirtier than Ohio's.
The current Senatorial races in Indiana
and Illinois come immediately to mind.
Are the candidates for Governor and
Senator in Ohio equally guilty of the sins
the BG News editors accuse them of?
Which party's candidate for Governor
has been most specific about needed
changes in Ohio's regressive tax system?
(Which has made misleading claims
about low tax rates and misrepresented
his opponent's position on that and
campus disorder?) Which party's
candidates are pandering the most to
popular frustration over campus
disorders?

If you don't remember look at
Tuesday's BG News In which one of our
champions of law and order was reported
as saying "right" to absolve the National
Guard of the murders at Kent State.
Apparently politicians should expect
people to be rational enough to perceive
their own politicians should expect
people to be rational enough to perceive
their own interests and as candidates
discuss issues "in depth" even though the
BG News staff is incapable of perceiving
which candidates' election would be in
the interests of students as a class.
Nowhere in the editorial's listing of
admittedly important issues is there any
mention of issues that may be most
important to the average working. man inflation, unemployment and, (whether
well-grounded in reality or not) the fear nonetheless real to him - for his life,
safety and property.
The editors'
arrogant assumption here seems to be

that only Issues which are salient to
students are Important or legitimate.
If indeed both parties' candidates are
equally culpable "of gutter politics in its
worst form" so that no "sound judgment
on the candidates" can be made, then
there would seem to be some logic in
urging students to abstain on principle
from voting. But no. The editors urge
the reader to "(G)o to the polls next
Tuesday," and then end their cop-out
with the pious hope that "things will work
out." So apparently each of us Individually is expected to make the kind of
"sound judgment on the candidates" that
is beyond the capabilities of the BG
News' editors.
In any event, no one can accuse the
BG News of bad judgment since they've
chosen not to use any at all.
Dennis Anderson
Department of Political Science

philosophy of equality
With political campaigns kicking into
full gear, there has been an increasing
amount of talk about the rights,
priviledges, and manners of handling
minority groups. What in the world is
happening to the philosophy of equality
that America started out with and for?!?
This question has been asked by
minorities;
blacks,
chicanos,
women,...and by majorities; silent, notso-silent, and angry...with increasing
frequency. The only difference is that
the minorities have used a little more
leverage than the majorities.
The
minorities were the underdogs and now
are getting the on-top-dog position by
appeals to guilt and pity. That the
minorities need and deserve equality is
unquestionable, but their separatist
manner of jockeying for the former
power-plus of the majority is dishonest
and cannot be tolerated.
One thing that the minority groups
teem to have forgotten is that the people
under the Constitution of the U.S. of A.
are supposedly unified, working for the
welfare of the entire body. Theoretically,
that's fine, but it has failed to be a
success In the past. So, groups interested in getting a system that works
have split away, and are trying to
engender a system which will be for all of
the people. The problem la that each
little faction wants more of everything
than everybody else, the group making
itself most felt getting the goodies.
The tactics are not honorable, and are
obvious to the entire community. The
question is why, when this la so obvious,
when the methods and the means are so
evidently power-force oriented, that the
minority groups involved are getting
what they want

It seems that, in realizing the tactics
and the goals, Americans wouldn't give
in as readily as they have, but would
have instead weighed the demands and
the legitimacy of these demands, only
then to plot a rational course of action in
dealing with them. However, the case is
that the minority groups have received
nearly everything that they have asked
with a minimum of difficulty and a
proportional amount of effort expended.
Whether or not the changes that have

been brought about in the interest of
these groups are good is another matter
entirely.
So, let this be a rallying point for the
majority who have been cowed by the
impetus of the minority movement. The
United States government is supposed to
be for all of the people, and trie closest
that we can come to all is MOST. The
politicians in the current campaigns
make certain to have favorable platforms in regard to the minority groups,

but who ever says anything about the
MAJORITY?
This year's crop of
politicians, as well as college administrators, as well as private industry
are running scared before the minorities.
The people, the most of the people, have
to make themselves felt now because,
brother, they exist.
Denis* Tarnowski
438 McDonald North

•I MUST HIDE THIS BOOK WHERE THE CHILDREN CANT GET TO IT!"
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Not guilty of destruction

Court acquits'Rabbi'
By Jeff Lev!ton
Staff Reporter
Michael
••Rabbi"
Goldenberg is now a free man.
Student Court, after
deliberating for about 15
minutes, found him innocent
of the charge of malicious

destruction of state property.
He was charged
with
breaking a window in the
Administration Building
during demonstrations last
April 30.
The trial began with
Gildenberg entering a plea of
not guilty.

Free Press editor
speaks on critics
By Dennis Seeds
The Ohio Suite was the
scene Wednesday of Frank
Angelo's last speech as
national president of the
professional journalist's

Military police
protect officials
in California
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP) - Gov. Ronald Reagan
said yesterday that armed
military policemen from the
California National Guard
have been assigned to guard
state officials because of
general threats of attacks by
radicals.
Reagan, a Republican
seeking re-election next
Tuesday, said the protection
also was offered to campaign
opponents of the state officials, but he did not know if
any had accepted it.
He would give no details of
what security precautions had
been taken or how many
guardsmen are involved.
Reagan said the action was
taken in response to general
threats of violence at election
time by revolutionaries.
Asked if he took such
threats seriously, Reagan
said: "I think in the job I have
I'd be a darn fool not to."
He did not elaborate.
Reports circulated in the
Capitol Wednesday that
National Guard military
policemen in civilian clothes
and armed with .45 caliber
pistols were guarding some
key state officials.
Reagan would not say
whether guardsmen actually
are traveling with state officers and candidates now.

MALE

society, Sigma Delta Chi.
Angelo has been with "The
Detroit Free Press" since 1934
and is presently managing
editor of the Pulitzer Prize
winning paper.
"I've lived in the Age of
Agnew in this past year," he
said, referring to his year as
Sigma Delta Chi president and
Spiro Agnew's now famous
speech on the press which was
given the day before Angelo
was inaugurated.
"Criticism of the press is
nothing new," he stated, "but
the persistance of the Vice
President is. I think that there
is more political acumen than
professional accuracy in what
Agnew is doing."
Explaining the recent
criticism of trie press, Angelo
said that the press is one of the
most vulnerable things in a
society that is in transition.
"In 1970 we must still keep
battling to defend the freedom
of the press," he added.
"Freedom of the press is
indivisible. If we lose our
Jobs, the loss in the and is the
public's loss. A press that is
free and imperfect is better
than one that is controlled and
imperfect," he said.
Angelo gave the three
theories he thinks are behind
the criticism of the press
today. He believes that there
is a lack of precision in the
presentation of the news, that
the public believes the press is
involved in overkill tactics,
and that there is a lack of
balance in the efforts a paper
makes.
"Our challenge as journalists is to sharpen our skills
and use them to glorify the
profession and to serve the
public. The public wants our
best and we should give them
our best," he said in closing.

FEMALE

COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART TIME WORK
AVAILABLE
We Pay S50 Bi-Weekly to those who
meet our Requirements to Arrange
an Appointment for your Confidential
Interview, Call Mr. Atkinson from
10 AM to 3 PM

Prosecutor Gary Pouloz
senior, (Ed.) called students
George Grenot, senior (BA),
and Douglas Uockwood, junior
(A&S), to testify. Both stated
they did see Goldenberg throw
a rock that evening.
Council for the defense,
Mike Ward called James
Beatty, no longer a student at
Bowling Green, and Jim
Vandenberg, junior (BA), to
the stand.
Beatty stated that he was
with Goldenberg the evening
of April 30th.
"Drunken
maniacs from downtown were
throwing the rocks," he said.
"The hippie types stayed back
because they knew some insidious court like this would
try to get them if they threw
any rocks," he remarked.
Vandenberg stated he was
with Goldenberg for the entire
time.
Ward tried to firm up his
case by showing the court the
similarities between Vandenberg and Goldenberg
regarding length of hair and
overall appearance.
"How
could one be sure who is
who?" asked Ward.

Prosecutor Pouloz contended that Goldenberg waa
guilty because there was
malicious destruction,
administration building
not present a threat to
Goldenberg and there were
eyewitnesses to the event.
Moreover, he added that
the window had a definite
monetary value which the
asserted asserted coincided
with his charge of malicious
destruction.
Defense lawyer Ward, In
his summation, remarked that
both Gemot and Lockwood
couldn't follow the trajectory
of any one rock because of the
many rocks which were
thrown.
Ward further noted that
Vandenberg and Beatty both
testified that at no time did
they see Goldenberg with a
rock in his hand.
He also pointed out, once
again,
the
physical'
similarities between Vandenberg and Goldenberg.
As his closing remark he
accused
Dean
Derek
Dickinson of having a "personal vengence" towards
Goldenberg.

University gets device
to measure pollution
A device to measure air
pollution in Bowling Green has
been constructed on campus
by the Ohio Department of
Health, according to Richard
Motten,
air
pollution
sanitarian of the Wood County
Department of Health.
"The device is basically a
vacuum cleaner that sucks a
known amount of air through a
filter that is then weighed to
determine the number of
particles in the air," he said.
The device is called a high
volume air sampler or a "high
vcl" in the business.
Motten said the device runs
every day and with it he can
determine who is polluting the
air, the amount of emissions
and what is being emitted.
The first air sample was
taken Oct. 19 and Motten found
that the air contained 47
micrograms of particles per
cubic centimeter.

Motten said that the state is
trying to set a limit of 65
micrograms per cubic centimeter per day as the legal
limit.
A similar device is also
being used in Perrysburg,
seven miles north of Bowling
Green.
Motten said when the
reading
reaches
80
micrograms percubic centimeter the State Board of
Health says there is an increased posslblity that the
health of persons over SO will
be impaired.
The reading here yesterday was 100 micrograms per
cubic centimeter, which
Motten termed a relatively
light leaf burning day.
The reading in Perrysburg
Wednesday
was
206
micrograms per cubic centimeters which Motten
described as "very unhealthy.'

N.wtphoto by John Jackson

"COME SING A SONG of Joy" seems to
be the message Barb Withee, sophomore
(A&S), is trying to communicate.
Students are taking advantage of these

last few days of good weather before that
infamous Bowling Green winter settles
upon us.

Council committee fo study
A&S language requirement
A Student Council ad hoc
committee is being formed to
study the possibility of
eliminating the language
requirements for the arts and
science department.
Jeff Sherman, Student
Council vice-president of
academic affairs, said that the
committee's report is being
held, pending action on Dean
Ericksen's proposal for a new
degree.

If the committee is activated, Sherman said, it will
have three primary goals to
accomplish.
"We want first of all, to
establish the reasons why the
people in Arts and Sciences
have to have a foreign
language." said Sherman,
"Then we want to interview
faculty members on their
personal and professional
opinions."

The last task for the
committee would be to contact
other universities to find out
what their policies are.
Sherman felt confident that
the committee would get final
word on the Dean's proposal
within a month.
"Even if the proposal
would go through," Sherman
added, "We feel that some
students would still want a
B.S. or a B.A. degree and we

feel that they should have the
opportunity to decide wether
they want to take a foreign
language or not."
The Student Council
proposal would be presented
before an ad hoc curriculum
committee of the arts and
sciences department. This
committee would not make
their study known until spring
quarter or later, according to
Dean Ericksen's office.

Pow-Mia's... Help Them!

Peace Corps
Peace
Corps
recruiting team will be
on the University
campus yet today to talk
with graduating seniors
and graduate students.
The Peace Corps
team will be located in
the main hallway of
University Hall from 9
a.m. to 4p.m.

"We the undersigned petition The
Govt. of North Vietnam to abide by
the terms of the Geneva Convention
with regard to the treatment
of American PRISONER'S OF WAR
in Southeast Asia."

signed.
Reture Petitions To Lyn West, lox 8, U. Hall

ATTENTION
ALL B6SU WOMEN
Applications Are Now Available For A^S Secretory.
They Can Be Obtained In Room 425 Of The Student
Services Building Today Through Friday.

IF
YOU HAVENT BEEN
CONTACTED YET....

The Deadline for returning the applications is
Sunday, November 1, dt 2:00p.m.

YOUR YEARBOOK STAFF
urges you . . .

352-0224
You May Be The Person We Want

To return the attached card to insure that your portrait will appear
in the yearbook.
Simply complete and mail the attached schedule within three days.
Place an "X" where you have free hours to be photographed. Your
portrait appointment will be individually tailored to the free times
you indicate on the attached card.
Well do the rest! Approximately one week before your sitting you
will receive a confirmation of your appointment with all details.
RETURN

TO

QUESTIONS

FREE
COKES
TONIGHT
with any PIZZA order
from

DOMINO'S H
352-5221 B

310
CALL

STUDENT

SERVICE

BLDG.

2-2656

Please place an "X" in all free hours.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday9:00 - 10:00
10:00- 1100
11:00- 12:00
12:00- 1:00
1:00- 2:00
2:00- 3:00
3:00- 4:00
4:00- 5:00
School Name
Please Print

Thursday

Name
No.

Street

City

State

Phone

Zip

Friday
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Director cites crisis causes
By John Lake
John Sutton, executive
director of Americans for
Middle-East Understanding
(AMEU), blames three
"outmoded,
dangerous
philosophies" as major
contributors to the Middle
Eaat crisis.
Sutton, a
Methodist
minister who has traveled
extensively throughout the

Middle East, qualified the
statements he made here
Wednesday night by noting
that within AMEU's 12
member board lies "as great a
reservoir of first-hand
knowledge concerning the
Mideast situation as could be
assembled in New York."
The first philosophy he
cited was nationalism based
on racial separatism.
"We have here the chosen

people approach" noted
Sutton.
"This type of
philosophy simply doesn't
belong in the twentieth century."
The second concept Sutton
attacked was that of a great
"pan" movement This he
compared to Hitler's appeal to
all Aryan-Nordic peoples to
rejoin their homeland during
World War I.
"There is this idea that

Tentative landfill site
may be impractical
By Terry Cochrau
Staff Reporter

Nawiphoto by Dova Elbr.cht

FOLKSINGER JIMMY GLOVER performed at the Side Door coffee
house in the University Union this past week. Glover's repetoire
includes traditional music, Dylan and the Beatles in addition to his
own songs.

3 B.dr.
Spockou

Liv. Rx
aploca

Dining Rn>
BraoMatt Rm. - Kltchan
Pull Ba.amanl

J250 p., Mo.

Some of the furor over
Wood County's need for a
sanitary land-fill seems to
have died away.
The county has tentatively
decided to dig out a spot some
five miles west of Bowling
Green, north of Route 6, near
Tontogany.
Yet at least one informed
source, in the University's
geology department, is a little
hesitant to agree with the
county on the site.
Dr.
Jane
Forsyth,
associate
professor
of
geology, feels that machines
and men working in the area
could easily become bogged
down in the wet topsoll
covering the area.
"The main danger with any
According to Dr. Forsyth,
sanitary land-fill," explained "The soft sand in the area
Dr. Forsyth, 'Is that rain
water may filter through the
polluted materials and work
its way Into aquifers."
"Aquifers are the zones
down in the rocks which carry
ground water," she explained.
She continued that landfills
The
Bowling
Green
Chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors
(AAUP) held
its first meeting Thursday,
October 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Ice Arena Lounge.

would make It very easy for a
man and machines to become
bogged down In operation. I
don't feel the people In charge
of this project have considered
the great problems this could
cause."
Dr. Forsyth added that the
landfill problem is facing
nearly every county In the
state right now, since open
dumps were declared illegal
in Ohio last July.
Dr. Forsyth recently
published a work called "A
Study of Physical Features for
Beginning Monday,
the Toledo Regional Area." It Bowling Green air waves willl
is a study of the ground layers
and their makeup In and reverbrate with a distinctive
avant-garde sound of the new
around the Toledo area.
According to Dr. Forsyth, WBGU radio.
Operating at an 88.1 FM
her book will be used by the
Toledo Regional Area Plan for frequency, the station will
turn on listeners to exAction, a group interested in
the proper use of the land for perimental vibrations through
"free format" programming.
various projects.
Mei Martin, WBGU News
and Public Affairs director,
innovated the program to open
up new listening channels to
the station's Northwestern
Ohio audiences.
"It will be up to the announcer on the board to decide
faculties; Dr. Stanley Coff- what to put on," Martin said.
man, Jr., vice president for
He said the station was
academic affairs; Dr. Russell going to avoid the often-played
Decker, professor of Business "middle-of-the-road" platters
law, Dr. Derek Dickinson, such as Sandier and Young,
assistant dean of students. Dr. Streisand, and the Hollywood
Joseph Perry, Jr., associate Strings.
professor of sociology; and
Martin hopes to make the
Carol Sloman, teaching program more relevant, yet
assistant in speech.
still informative and enThe meeting was open to all tertaining.
faculty, graduate students and
"Our news philosophy will
administrators with faculty be to broadcast the news when
rank.
something important happens," the newscaster said.
"And we aren't going to
broadcast the
weather
because we think we have
too."
Martin believes people are

panel discussion on 1219

N.wly Ramodalad
2 Story 2 Bad,.
Horn* w Lorga Liv.
Rm., Fn.,1, Rm.
Counlry Kltchan,
Utility Rm. 1 Both
Nice Lot & Gorcig.
S 175 pot Mo.
Nrw Country D.pl.'
Each .Ida hoi 2 Bod,
Livo. Rm, Kitehan-Dlnott*.
All Cotpotad & Ranga &
Raft.
5175 par Mo.

BG REALTY
1002 S. Main St.

. Having A Party
Is

Let Us Supply Your
Beer, Wine and Other
Party Needs at the

MO-DOR-IN

«rXLCO/|,

1017 N. Main
Hovri;
Mon - Thof 9 am to 11 pi
Frf - Sol 9 om to 12 pm
Sun 11 am to 10 pen

This opening meeting for
1970-71 featured
a panel
discussion: "H.B. 1219 - The
Aftermath of Seven Days in
May" with Dr. George Herman, associate dean of

ALPHA EPSILON PHI
WELCOMES

DADS
and
MOMS
Make Your Move
In

The Chess Tourney
352-1215
For Fast Free Delivery
Also Submarines
Save Falcon Cards for
Free Pizza

bpring Semester, 1970.

Sunday, Nov. 8
Pink Dogwood . 2-5
Prizes
Chock UAO Of.lt, for D«f IU

Tru£ Love te s Karma
al^GCIft/SsabLJt(K
Lour-feutyvfe airl,• •»,

Mayday.
A film on the
New Haven rally
to free Bobby
Seale.

Out

(>you' lcvcilftj|)k Wcvrjon
\t(.'«0"

(and the Great Pumpkin too!)
WELCOME
DADS
Food Cocktails
Dancing to

RMJ Trio

WELCOME
DADS
TO
Restaurant
14500 E. Wooster

Hick

Royal Buffet

its ALsoai/eru cheap .
date, 60 next tine buy too.

and nobody paid any attention. So a few planes are
hijacked and the whole world
sits up!"
Sutton went on to outline
what he described as "only the
ingredients for a solution."
The first of these would be to
admit that the U.S. and Russia
have failed to decide the fate
of the Middle East. "What we
need is a wider forum, a more
inclusive Jury than we have
assigned to the case." The
second ingredient is to insist
that Palestinians, as well as
Israelis, have a voice In their
fate.
Thirdly, Sutton warned
that a clear guarantee must be
given that genocide will no
longer be tolerated by any
nation.
As a fourth possibility,
Sutton asked that open immigration be permitted to
Mideast citizens traveling in
peace to any nation In the
world.

WBGU radio switches
to experimental format

AAUP meeting features

FOR RENT
Large Home
Beautifully Landscaped
Lot

must therefore be built on
areas with at least 40 feet of
non-permeable materials
before bedrock and the
aquifers are met.
Ten feet of this is dug out
for the garbage, and the other
30 for protection from the
water pollution.
"Trie sight chosen now for
Wood County's landfill Just
barely fulfills these depth
requirements," said Dr.
Forsyth.
"But there is
another problem they'll have
to look out for."
And that is wet topsoil. Dr.
Forsyth says that the entire
proposed area has a topsoil of
sand, eight to ten feet in depth.
The area is a mile long and
several miles wide, and would
be "very hard to drain."

Jews throughout the world
have a unique relationship to
Israel simply because they're
Jewish, and Israel pretends to
speak for them" said Sutton.
The third concept Sutton
cited was that of imperialism,
specifically cultural and
economic Imperialism which
imposes Western standards
upon the Middle East.
Sutton claimed that the
result of these three "Victorian" philosophies was that
Palestinians were driven out
of their native country and
have been forced to live in the
desert for 21 years.
"They haven't been
allowed to return ."be added,
"because this would destroy
the nature of Israel, a state
based upon cultural and
economic homogeneity."
Sutton
warned
that
Palestinians are no longer
willing to sit idly by and let
their fate be decided by
others.
"For 21 years a
million people sat in the desert

10215 S. Main

Fine Foods

ignoring the proverbial music
barriers between classical,
blues, or Jazz.
"People loved 'SwitchedOn Bach' when it was played
on the machine," he explained, "and people bear
more types of music like it is."
The new broadcast day will
begin at 9 a.m. and will continue until 2 a.m., a change
from the former 3 p.m. to 11
p.m.
From sign-on time to the
5:30 p.m. newscast, WBGU
will feature dramatic and
literary
reviews,
controversial discussions, and
jazz interspersed with rock.
Fridays at 11:30 p.m.
listeners can tune in to radio
shows of a bygone era, such as
"Al Kapp" and "War of the
Worlds."
Classical concerts will be
scheduled from 6:30 p.m. toll
p.m., followed by a nightly
three
hours
of
"Underground."
Opposing groups will face
each other live during a
discussion, "Confrontation
70," each Tuesday from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m. Phone lines and
doors will be open to anyone to
make comments, Martin said.
"We want people to listen
to find out what comes next,"
he concluded.

rWHCWg MCME aONO BECOMES AN EVENT! <
uw»rs TUT, imu |.
—
■»^-^--aT mi untoIS0UN0
i
M scua urn
"^S^fc ' ^^^aW*Ua»^P#' umumt
KBS « IMC PWUN0 N^WjiSlls^^ir^RE^^-^ «I GAUBY
I0UDO-S HJWBT urn
MOST COrWCKTMU n«TI« J
3 * «W C0NKPY Of liniHY BHBIY»»»Wt|
ia.i. II

Aiaa . 47111*1 TOLIDO O-

A MOVIE FOR PEOPLE OVER
AND UNDER 30
"THE PEOPLE NEXT DOOR"
ELI WALLACH - JULIE HARRIS - HAL HOLBROOKl
RATED "R"
BARBRA STREISAND
"ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER"
YVES.MONTAND- JACK NICHOLSON
MUSIC BY BURTON LAND - LYRICS BY ALAN JAY LERNER
A THRILL SEEKER'S DELIGHT
"BIRD WITH THE CRYSTAL PLAMAGE'
A SCARY MURDER MYSTERY
RATED"GP"

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
126 South Church Street
10:00 AM Worship

11:00 AM Ad.lt Forms
Evory fgjjjf

WANTED
Workers for Gilligon
Edwards and Metzenbaum up fo
Election Day
Support Metzenbaum In Toledo
Gos and Meals Paid
For Information Coll:
Bonnie - 372-3717 - Metzenbaum
Dollas - 352-6314
George-372-3187-Gilligon
Gem - 352-0911

Make an impact on this
election
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Congress-court battle imminent

J6C*t Judge's rule disputed
WASHINGTON (AP) - legislative purpose and was nevertheless preserves their
Congress and the courts ap- "issued solely for sake of right to speak even though
their acts may be restrained."
pear headed for a showdown exposure or intimidation."
over a federal judge's landGesell prohibited official
mark decision that an official public printing or distribution
American Civil Liberties
House report is a "blacklist" on grounds the report violates Union lawyer Lawrence
of radical campus speakers the free-speech rights of the 65 Speiser, who won the order,
and cannot be publicly campus speakers it identifies said it is tin- first time in
printed.
as members of radical, history a court has blocked
The
House
Internal militant, extremist or ComorganiSecurity Committee which munist-oriented
issued the report promptly zations.
announced Wednesday it will
He declined to block
appeal the decision in line with distribution of the report by
Chairman Richard H. Ichord's individual congressmen.
"There are undoubtedly
vow to challenge the courts'
power to issue such an order individuals who would destroy
our institutions and form of
against Congress.
U.S. Dist. Court Judge government," Gesell wrote.
Gerhard A. Gesell ruled the "If any of them are listed in
report has no proper this report, our Constitution

official
publication by
Congress of a report.
But Chairman Ichord, a
Missouri Democrat already
had released the report t«
newsmen and announced he
will challenge court authority
to restrict Congress' control
over its own reports.

WELCOME

£? Leary may enter U.S.
for Panther meetings

Aitoc.otfd Pr#t» Wlr«pholo

A CONFRONTATION between Shasta
County sheriff's deputies and members of
the Pit River Indian tribe occurred in
nothern California Tuesday. Police officials say the confrontation occurred

when officials tried to take down a
quonset hut the Indians had set up-and
they found an Indian with a chain saw
cutting down a big pine tree.

Guard accepts restrictions
CLEVELAND (AP) - An
attorney for Ohio National
Guardsmen said yesterday his
clients did not want to be
released from terms of a court
order restricting their comments about a special state
grand jury investigation into
May disturbances at Kent
State University.
"This is
constitutional.
This is proper. This is how the
rule of law prevails in the
United States," said C. D.
Lambros, who said he
represented officers of Troop
G of the 107th Armored
Cavalry at Ravenna.
Lxmbros' comments came
as arguments began in U.S.
District Court here on a suit
seeking an injunction to
prohibit enforcement of two
Portage County Common
Pleas court orders.
The orders, issued by
Judges Edwin W. Jones and
Albert Caris, restricted
comment by persons involved
in the grand jury investigation
and prohibited public protests
in or around the Portage
County courthouse.
Kent State students Bruce
King of Euclid and Wayne

Fisher of Kent, both of whom
testified before the jury, filed
their suit through the
American Civil Liberties
Union Oct. 20.
Federal Judge Ben Green
denied an earlier request for a
temporary injunction and set
Thursday as the date for
courtroom arguments.
Jones,
under
crossexamination by attorney
Craig Spangenberg for the
ACLU, said the orders were
intended to protect judicial
processes and the rights of
persons who might be indicted.
He said the order against
protests was written at the
same time as the first, Sept. 5,
but
not
issued
until
anonymous threats were
made to his life, the lives of
two state prosecutors.
Spangenberg
contended
the
orders
were
unconstitutional restraints on
rights of speech and assembly
and
he
attacked
a
modification of one order
which
permitted
KSU
President Robert I. White to
discuss the jury's It page
report but make no critical

comment about it.
Jones said the modification
was granted "Against my
better judgment" at the
request of White's attorney,
who
had
expressed
satisfaction with its conditions.

The jury indicted 25 persons Oct. 16, said Ohio
National Guardsmen whose
shots killed four students at
Kent State May 4 were not
open to criminal prosecution
and was critical of university
handling of student militants.

Jury may face recall
If they can be identified, he
COLUMBUS (AP)
The
grand jury that indicted 25 added, the attorney general's
persons for disorders at Kent office will ask that the jury be
State University last spring recalled to consider charges.
could be called back into
session, Atty. Gen. Paul W.
Brown said yesterday.
He said Judge Edwin Jones
of Portage County Common
Pleas Court kept the Jury alive
when he received its report
Oct. 16.
Brown said many judges
throughout the state routinely
follow the same procedure In
order to "clean up odds, and
ends that may have been left."
Brown said law enforcement agencies have been
unable to identify two or three
persons involved in the Kent
disorders..

CAIRO (AP) - Dr.Timothy
Leary, fugitive from a
California prison, said
yesterday he will enter the
United States in disguise
within the next few days to
attend a Black Panther
meeting in New Haven, Conn.
Leary spoke to newsmen
shortly before boarding an Air
Algerie plane for Algeria after
being refused entrance into
Egypt. He was expelled from
Lebanon earlier this week.
"I will be in the United
States by the third of
November," he said. "I will
enter the United States
disguised to attend a big
demonstration in New Haven
in support of Bobby Seale and
Ericka Muggins."
Seale, national chairman
of the Black Panther party,
and Mrs. Huggins are being
held without bond awaiting
trial in New Haven in the
slaying of Alex Rackley,
another Panther.
Seale is charged with
murder and Mrs. Huggins is
charged with kidnapping
resulting in death and with
aiding and abetting in murder
A Panther rally is
scheduled for Nov. 3 in New
Haven in support of Seale and
Mrs. Huggins.
Leary declared he would

UAO PRESENTS

1971
March
of Dimes

4U EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS

KAPPA SIGMA PLEDGES
Congratulate the Kappa Sigma
"A" and "B" football teams

October 30, 31- 6:00, 9:00 pan

Alpha Chi's are

Buy A Pipe At
D0RSEYS PIPESH0P
• • o

See our large quality
selection, including
GBD seconds

SPECIAL $5.00
Pipes to $150.00

Oct. 30,31 - Free Movies
8:00 Ed. Bldg.
"The Golden Age of Comedy'
"I'm No Angel"

15% oil All Top.ilri.
25% off All Eo.riog>
Thu.., Fri, Sal

Char Broiled Steaks aad
Chop*
Full Courie Family
Dinner
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
Open Tnei. thru Sat
7;W-S
Sundays 7:M - 7:M

210 Math-Science - $1.00

KICK THE CIGARETTE
HABIT

Gifts for those
who appreciate
fine things....

- FEATURING

elude American officials in
entering the United States just
as he eluded them in his recent
escape from prison at San
I .ins Obispo, Calif, where he
was serving a sentence on a
narcotics charge.
"There will be many
surprises that day and the
American government, which
was surprised to see me
escape, will be more surprised
this time about who will be
there in New Haven."

0

with the Sig Ep's

Vatan's

THE CLOCK

over the SAE's and Phi Tau's.

AUNTIN'

Da Great
Pumpkin sez:
'See ya at
'Those Were
Da Days'.

WHEN IT'S TIME
TO EAT
COME TO

on their football victories

HIGH FOR

Unique
Imports
194 S. Mill

DADS

Oct. 31- Talent Show
Grand Ballroom - 8:00

See You At Dad's Day!

Dorseys
Drugs
By The Tracks

THE KEY IS BACK !!!!!!!
Distribution of Vol. 1 of the KEY will
be held on Mon. and Tues. of next
week. Anyone who has not picked up
their book may do so at that time.
Anyone who has not returned their
book may exchange it for the changed
edition. If you have not bought yet
you can do so at distribution.
Don't forget, Mon. and Tues. in the
Student Services Bldg. Forum.

BOWLING

GREEN

UNIVERSITY
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26 Miss
Burnett.
27 Where the
action is.
28 Fixed.
29 Caesar.
31 Priests.
32 Crown.
33 Murders.
35 Possessive
pronoun.
36 t'nexploded
bomb.
38 Record of
one year.
39 Cooling
device.
42 Hormone.

2 "Green"
country.
3 Eager.
4 Abed.
By Clara R. Cross
5 Forked.
6 Chemical
ACROSS
58 In excess.
59 Jeopardy.
suffix: pi.
Bartlelt or
7 Teacher's
61 Verve.
BOM,
org.
62 Monkey, tree
Verbal form.
8 Biblical
or bird.
Leaf.
discourse.
63 Efface.
Incite.
9 Treatise.
64 Frost.
Arrow
65 First known 10 Drudge.
(•oisons.
11 Opera.
address.
receiver.
12 Pace.
66 Animal fat.
Excess.
67 Back of neck. 13 Sea bird.
Approaches.
21 Negative.
Norse god.
DOWN
23 1 .liter
Machines.
I Refined.
25 Apex.
Authoritative
i
command.
1
1
1
Spare the —.
Flirted.
14
Proofreading Ml.Ilk
17
Mule.

PUZZLE

Monday

9 p.m. ELECTIONS

70.

paired in a program in contrasts of jazz.

Wednesday

9 p.m.
REALITIES:
Election eve;
10:30 p.m.
FUCK OUT:
"May Day"
A group of Yale students
turned filmmakers document
the demonstration organized
to free Bobby Seale and jailed
Black Panthers on May 1.1970.

Thursday
9:30 p.m.
ELECTION
ANALYSIS:
10 p.m.
HOMEWOOD: Prof lie in Cool
Jazz.
The lyrically intense
configurations of the Bill
Evans
Trio
and
the
ecumenical rhythms of the
Gary Button Quartet are

Tuesday

TO
DO
TODaY

t

8:30 NET PLAYHOUSE:
The Three Muscateeni —a
colorful, elaborate staging of
Alexander Dumas' famed
adventure story by the
Stratford National Theatre of
Canada.

Friday

Conference
Hall.

Room,

Hayes

PEACE CORPS

Bldg.
Gerneral admission
tickets for $1 will be available
at the door.

PEM OVERNIGHT
Will be in University Hall
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Saturday
Will be tonight at
tergarden.

Wln-

RED CROSS BLOODMOBILE

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY
I ANDII

UAO CAMPUS SHOWCASE
Will take appointments for
campus visit Nov. 4 and 5.
Call the UAO, 372-2343, for an
appointment..

STADIUM

Cinema 1*2)
PL A/ft SHOPPINC. CtNTlB Bi.-I

Will present "Othello"
starring Laurence Oliver at 6
and 9 p.m. in 210 Math-Science
Bldg. Admission $1

DEAN'S ADVISORY
COUNCIL.
BUSINESS COLLEGE
Will meet for formulation
of goals at 3 p.m. in the

Living Room Rocking Chair Seating
Acres of Free parking
Gorgeous Modernistic Decor
The Theatre of Tomorrow Here Today
Automatic Temperature Control

MUSICAL
"Stop the World, I Want to
Get Off" will be presented at 8
p.m. in the Recital Hall. Music

A Campus Riot r

Z.E.L

NOW
SHOWING

Teams will play at the
University of Dayton at 10

MUSICAL
"Stop the World, I Want to
Get Off" will be presented at 8
p.m. In the Recital Hall. Music
Bldg.
General admission
tickets for $1 will be available
at the door.

HELD OVER - 2ND WEEK
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NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME AT
POPULAR PRICES!

»-v FUN!
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cords.

Parched.

24

Wild rose
fruit.
Go off Ihe
tracks.
Military
unit: .ililu
Succor.
Hairy coal.
Barnyurd
sound: var.
Bulbs.
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Will be held for all Eastern
Orthodox students and friends
at 10 a.m. In the UCF chapel.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
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WiU be sponsored by the
WRA from 2-4 p.m. in the
Women's Bldg.

SI..MIH-:

lie.v

I.M

II.PF.

Yestenluy's cryptogram: New political

fJT

ruiiipuign sume us ever: light opera with overtones.

Emil Raab will conduct.
Admission is free.

Bldg.
FIN 'N' FALCON
SCUBA CLUB

DELTA SIGMA PHI
Will meet at 9 p.m. in the
Union.
All members and
notified rushees are invited.

WiU meet at 8 p.m. in the
River Room, Union.
BRASS QUINTET CONCERT

KARATECLUB
Will present a concert at
3:30 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium. University Hall.

Will meet from 7-9 p.m. in
the South Gym, Women's

Will be held at 8:15 p.m. in
the Recital Hall, School of
Music.

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

Cartooni at 7:00

«• ''M
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THE FIRST SEX-HORROR FILM EVER MADE !|

OF
1966!
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In Car Heaters For Your Comfort

I.O. Op.ni at 6)30

ANTONIONI's
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WIZARD OF ID

A veritable feast of explosive

11
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BGSU SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

Will provide a fellowship
for children at 1:30 p.m. at St.
Mark's Lutheran Church, 315
South College Drive.

Wa're Closing lor th*
Yoor, Com* Celebrate Our
Loll Weekend Wllh Us
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c Field Enterprise!, Inc., 1»70

RECREATIONAL GYM

Blow-Up" Ev. at 9:30
Sol. Sun. Moi 2, 5.30
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EASTERN ORTHODOX
SERVICES

HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL
FRI. SAT SUN.
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CRYPTOOBAM — By Solo W. Minkin

Sponsored by the UAO will
be
held
in
the
Grand
Ballroom, Union, at 8 p.m.
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Solution to Yesterday's Punle

DAD'S DAY VARIETY SHOW

?#

Covered

HALLOWEEN COSTUME
BALL

Eve a. 7 00 & 9:15 Sot & Son Hot ol 2:00 & 4:30

_*r-- • • • "£• .».*. *¥« •, SCORE ONE FOft

1

'

Malevolent.
Cautious*

Will be held by the Youth
International Party at 8 p.m.
in the Men's Gym.
Proper
Halloween attire required.

This Professor Is
Out Of Sight!!

-NOW.
EVE - „, 7 & 9:35
SAT A SUN. MAT. - 2. 4i20

jCihema-l

destruction of the Everglades'
wildlife because of man's
8 p.m. FALCON FOCUS: tampering with the water
Highlights of the Falcons in system; 10 p.m. NET FANaction in a special sports FARE: Presents Miss Peggy
feature.
Lee in a 90 minute special
recording
the
complex
Saturday
preparations for a new night
club act by Miss Lee.
8:30 p.m. VANISHING
WILDERNESS:
Will the
Watch 70 Report every
Gator Glades
Survive?
night
at
5:30.
Tonight's show focuses on the week
Friday

43 Coiled knot
of hair.
44 Film
offering.
46 Additions to
a bill.
47 Gym
equipment.
49 Tent.
50 Less bright.
51 Carry.
52 Greedy.
53 Head: Fr.
54 Cold north
wind.
55 I ..mil..
56 Incline.
57 Snick and —.
80 "Brother —."

Nalionol
Society
Ol Film CfttCl

A Carlo Ponli Production
Antonioni's

BLOW-UP
Vanessa Redgrave

David Hemming* • Sorah Milei

2nd Horrifying Feature at 9:00

BLOOD AND
BLACK LACE
3rd Sisp.ii.fil

Show it 10:30

coon

CLASSIFIED
Jan

HIDES

Rider needed to Albany or BIG STEPH. YOU APE THE
ICE-CREAM OF MY liFE.
Springfield Mass
Share ALPHA GAM LOVE. LITTLE
Expenses leaving Nov. 5
BEV
Call George M1J4.

A fim-ti PioAiO.oi.1 Co , l«c If ton

Congratulations new DZ
Actives-Barb. Sue. Jean.
l«t small gold ring initials Cathy. Karen. Chris
CZM Cell MOSS
DZ's-Thanka
for
tba
1-*I man's diamond nnx at "spookle" time It was Great!
Alpha
Slgs
University Golf Course.
LOST A FOUND

"aYyra ImlnwHn"
Olinoy > P-ontltla '
The Boby Mak.r"- VlrolnATha Gyps,''

REWARD! T G. McHugh.
Alpha Gam's-Things will go
Toledo Ohio 24*5-4321
'bump in the night' in your
house soon. The "Ghostly"
Alpha Slgs.

FOR SWINGERS OVER 18

The Place to Go
tv»«

165 N. Main

•••

GIGOLO

FINEST ENTERTAINMENT
IN TOWN

THIS WEEK

"CAPTAIN STRANGE"

REMEMBER: THURSDAY NIGHT - 2 FOR 1
FRIDAY IS A SPECIAL LADIES NIGHT

GIRLS NO COVER

PFRSONALS

Fiesta' "Trick or Treat a la
espanola" following Damaso
Alonao lecture Fiesta at 376
Rides
Kathy-Every slap of the hunt Wlnthrop South.
was worth the treasure I leaving from Union M cents
found!
Your lovln' Alpha admission. Que vengan!
Gam Little.
Deb and Kay -What the Hell,
Elalne-t'm flying high wllh ya know' FHUB 411
you as my Big. Alpha Gam
Scharrie A "Vang line" but a
Luv "Little' Sue.
happy ending. I'm so happy
Learn to cover the hot ones.. wllh my Big! Chi O Luv &
Mine. Sue
Jain The BG News staff.
DZ pledges say congeals to I
new ecuves
We hope we
make it someday loo.

Lyn Thaiut for everything
You ware a great OH O
sponsor Luv, Sue.

Having a party? Why not
have the Beat!? PRIMARY
COLORS 361-7131

Bernard-Happy belated third
but In future
Happy
Halloween-R.B5.

A little "BIRD" told us you
went Active. Congrats Don't
forget. Tgllwy. Waffles. KIKi

Big Jan-fm so happy; lint
got the bast big of alL
Everyone knows she's a real
Dahl! Alpha Gam really got It
together this time'
The
"*feat Alpha Gam little.
Betsy

Myrna-Yoore of BIG importance to me. Your happy
Gam Pledgee-Being
■ af a Rock doesn't asy a
let. But ill i. quality counts,
notouanbty
OONORATULATIONS R1CHr Phi ia the sky-Love

Marena. Happy wist Birthday
on Halloween, From Cheryl
We're lorn' our POPS this
weekend! All Ihe Alpha Chi's
Interested ia ESP. nnpathy

Spiritualism. Precognltion
eu-' Oil 2-1317
Meeting
scheduled at later date

Rent your inini-rrf ngerator at
BG RENTAL. IB W Pee RD
Call 352-110,

Choices?
Questions?
Feelings? Conflict* Counseling Center
3» Student
Services.

Female roommate needed (or
apt. S brock from campus for
winter A spring quarter Call
373-4233
Waitress wanted.
Apply
Pagua's Pizza after 4
Better Buiness Machines-.
Typewriters adders and Volunteers needed to work fur
calculators Sales and service GiLugan. Edwards or Mrland rentals 87 S. Main 352- senbaum.
II you are in7710 dally ol g p.m Sat. Ul 5 terested call 552-0911 or cone
to 13m S. Main St Help in
BIG GARAGE SALE many this election!
old books and records,
clothing household items A Need Chemistry tutorer with
much more Thur.-Sun 9 to 9, loads of patience-Call Brenda
113 Baldwin 2 blocks south of JU-77J4
Coral In
MALE student with car to do
MAKE OFFER on 82 Ford, odd Jobs. 1 or I GIRLS with
damn good shape-Rich 172- car to house clean Call 4931710

"Big" Barb-Pledges may be
low. but I'm high having you
as my big' KD love. "Little"
Robin.
Laurel. I followed the yellow
brick road of clues and found
you as my treasure at the
rainbow's end. So happy to
have you as my Big AGD luv
Lynette
Harn-l'm so glad you're my
Alpha Gam big. Love. Carol.
Men of Darrow-East Is
eagerly awaiting the tea Get
High!
Try some culture for a
change. Damaso Alonao.
Lecture on poetry in Spanish
Friday 30th at 7:00 in Alumni
Room
SarnSas: Alpha Chi your time
is near
We're ready for raving at the
tea. DTDs-Alpha en's
NOTE-Trtck or Treating for
UNICBF Is Un-AmerleanDial-A-Bigot 311-5171
Congrats. Dabble, on that
shiny new Kappa Slg psn-AX
love your atatars.
Within 14 noun. Alpha Chi
Omega will be nomore Slg
Ep Haun lad House
FOR SALE 4 RENT
rum Aft far real winter atr.
i> block from CMspaa Call
371*04

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Tired of getting the runaround. Get your car tuned A
repaired by someone who
knows what it is like BBAR
Motion Performance Rt. Ill
and Ri 6, 9 mi F of BG w32*5 Owned A operated by BG
Alum

Wanted:
Male or female
students to work mornings,
Aply at Roy Rogers Roast
Beef.
Male Help-part-ttrne Clock
Restaurant Pancake House
411 E. Wooster

Sale 13 per cent off ail
tapestries B per cent off All
Earrings Thurs.. Fri, Sat
VATAN'S 1(4 S Main

Mother's helper needed part
Orne by faculty couple with
smallchild. References Call
M. 7-l» "

M Torino GT. Power Wanlad-workars for Gilllgan
Sirring, II.OM miles. Call Edwards A Metsenbaum3SM644 after IN pJn
canvassets etc.
week
available In BG up until
Sale Honda lUcc 19W Call election day work available In
3U44I7
Toledo for Metzenbaum Oct
11, Nov 1,1A 1. Call Bonnie
for In.
Used Stereo far sale New Brown-171-1717
stylist» Phone »Ua«7
formation on Metsenbaum or
Dallas Hull 352-4314, for
For Sale M VW Bus. Extras Gilllgan Information call
call 3*3-7132
George MacDonald 371-3117 or
GEM Headauarters 74 pjn.
For Sale w> Trianon TB-4A 3*mn
escelleal condition Bastoffer
over ll.tat 353-7151
WUl do typing Phone JSl-Ojel
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Revenge, dads stir up
Falcons for Marshall
By Daily White
Sporti Editor
According to monsterback
Art Curtis, "We (Falcons) are
not ready to die yet We played
Miami to just about a standstill, and there is too much
pride and tradition here, to let
up now."
Incentive (or a victory over
Marshall (2-4) tomorrow
afternoon seems twinfold.
Though the mud has been
washed off, memory upchucks
the ugly 21-16 score at Huntington last season. Tacked on
to the occasion (Dad's Day)

the revenge adds up to what
Curtis labels "an emotional
game."
Offensive guard and tricaptain
Dave
Finley
remembers well the national
publicity heaped on Bowling
Green the day after last year's
Marshall
game.
Nasty
publicity it was, as the
Thundering Herd had finally
beaten an opponent after 27
straight winless contests.
The former Mid-American
Conference club is currently
stuck in another three game
rut, while the fouled-up

Falcons (1-4-1) try to take up
where they left off in their last
home game. The first losing
season since 1954 hinges on the
outcome, but so does a .500
season.
It's not the Marshall team
that bowed to Western
Michigan,34-3. last week or 523, at Toledo earlier, that
causes concern; it's the
Marshall team that barely lost
to Miami, 19-12.
Head quarterback Ted
Shoebridge seems to be on all
the BG coaches and players'
minds, too. He ha* Falcon

head coach Don Nehlen
shuddering and seeing images
of Cuck Ealey (TU), Jim
Bengala (Miami) and Ted
Grignon (WM) all at once.
"He (Shoebridge) is the
toughest guy to defend against
that we will face all season, as
far as the pass," said Nehlen,
before adding that he hadn't
seen anyone get to Shoebridge
in all the scouting movies he
had watched. "They're the
best team we've seen for
reading blitzes."
"They guy killed us last
year," added Curtis, who will
likely be right in the middle of
the "Shoe's" aerial assault.
"In one of the movies, I saw
him throw one 55 or 60 yards
right on the money, although it
was dropped."
Art Harris (Passalc, N.J.)
and Joe Hood (Tuscaloosa,
Ala.) are the "great running
backs," and Kevin Gilmore
(Harrison, N.J.) and Dennis
Blevins, the "great receivers"
that together with Shoebridge
add up to skill at the skilled
positions. "That's what scares
us," said Nehlen, noting that
more than one of them have
run the 50 yard dash in :4.7.
If the Falcons do take up
where they left off against
Kent State it wiU probably be
with some new offensive
contributors.
The pre-game starting
lineup lists sophomore Chuck
Palmer at quick tackle in
place of sophomore Tony
Kijanko, Junior Gary Schaefer
at split end instead of Mark
Beach
and
another
sophomore, Dave Bower, at
wingback in place of Julius
I.ivas. who is sidelined with a
hip pointer.
Though Don Plusquellic
has been spending equal time
with Vern Wireman at
quarterback in practice, the
veteran is expected to start.
Denny
Maupin
is
a
questionable starter at center
due to a back injury, with
sophomore John Brandyberry
ready to sub.

Nawsphoto by Lorry Fullartan

BECOMING ACQUAINTED with varsity
football in the Mid-American Conference is
sophomore tailback Dave Bower, who got his

Harriers gun at perfect slate
By Jim Ferstle
Sports Writer
Many years ago a dying old
man said goodbye to millions
of admirers with his greatest
feat, his 714th home run. This
man was known as George
Herman "Babe ' Ruth. He left
behind him a dynasty and a
multi-million dollar edifice,
Yankee Stadium.
Tomorrow the cornerstone
of Bowling Green's crosscountry dynasty, Sid Sink, will
make his last appearance as a
Falcon harrier at his Yankee
Stadium, Whlttaker track.
On the line will be Sink's
greatest accomplishment, an
undefeated season. For above
all else Sid has been a team
man as evidenced by his
comment on the upcoming
MAC Championships.
"I don't care if I lose (the

Clay "about set"
to fight Bonavena
Nowsphoto by Larry FulUrton

RESERVE QUARTERBACK Don Plusquellic spends most of his
time during Falcon football games charting the plays. However,
coach "Dandy" Don Nehlen promises that Plusquellic will see
plenty of action in tomorrow's battle with Marshall.

NEW YORK (AP) Muhammed
All
said
yesterday he is "Just about
set" to fight Oscar Bonavena,
the Argentine heavy-weight
contender, in about six weeks.
All, also known as Cassius
Clay, said he didn't know the
date or site. But if the fight is

Boofers try to put it together
By Joe Burchlck
Sports Writer
How does one manage to
get himself psyched up for a
contest
after
giving
tremendous efforts in two
previous ones, and losing both

Former coach
is new Kent
athletic head
KENT (AP)-Milo "Mike"
Lude, former head football
coach at Colorado State
University, Fort Collins,
Colo., was named athletic
director at Kent State
University yesterday effective
immediately.
He succeeds Carl E.
Erickson, who resigned last
April after 12 years as athletic
director to become dean of
Kent State's school of health
and physical education.
.Before going to Colorado
State eight years ago, Lude,
48, was assistant for 11
seasons under Dave Nelson at
Delaware University.
He is active in the
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes and has been instrumental in starting several
chapters in universities In the
West. In 1966 he was chosen as
Colorado's sportsman of the
year.
Lude, father of three
teenage daughters, started his
coaching career as a first
lieutenant in the U.S. Marine
Corps in 1944 and holds a
captains rank in the Marine
Corps Reserve.

times?
game and goalie Lou Hunt.
This is the problem facing Hunt is seeing most of the
soccer
coach
Mickey action in the Buckeye net this
Cochrane and the Falcon season has helped the team
soccer team today. After average about 20 to 25 saves
playing tremendous ball per ball game.
games in a losing cause
Cochrane pointed out, "We
against Wooster and Michigan have to watch out for ourState, the Falcons have to
selves Saturday." "We can't
again pick up the pieces, get go into the game feeling down
themselves on their feet and or else we're in trouble.
get ready for tomorrow's Getting fired up and involved
contest against visiting Ohio for the match will be the main
State at 11 a.m.
thing. If we can do this we
But the main question is should be all right."
how long can the Falcons keep
Although suffering their
sustaining one heartbreaking fourth loss to Michigan State
defeat after another and still Wednesday, there were some
try to instill a spark forthenext bright spots for the Falcons.
opponent?
John Essig did a great Job as
"We just have to keep on goalie. He register 14 saves in
coming back and giving it all the game, high for the Falcons
in each game," said this season. Another bright
Cochrane. "Sure it is quite spot was the way the team
difficult to do under these came back in the fourth period
conditions but we still have to to tie the game late in the
come back."
period after Michigan State
Referring to
tomorrow had a 2-1 lead.
morning's bout with Ohio
"This is the first time this
State, Cochrane said, "This
season Ohio State is somewhat season that we have done this,
similar to us. They have not
had an outstanding season (12-1 record as of last week), but
they have been coming on
strong lately, beating Kent
The All-Star baseball
State last week."
game, which caps the fall
. The
Buckeyes
have baseball season for BG
practically their entire team diamond hopefuls, will take
back from last season. They place Sunday at 2 p.m. at
only lost two men to Stellar Field.
graduation so they should be
The game, which was
quite familiar to the Falcon rained out last year, matches
squad tomorrow.
the winners of the autumn
Standouts on the Ohio State league, the Pirates, against all
squad include halfback Wolf non-Pirates selected to the AllAndrews, who possesses a Fall first and second teams, as
tremendous ability to score well as those who placed on
and plays a great defensive the honorable team.

added Cochrane.
"It was
mighty good to see the team
come fighting back."
Don Gable and Chris
Bartels should be back in the
starting lineup for tomorrow's
battle.
This will not be the final
home game of the season as
stated earlier this week. The
home soccer season closes
Tuesday afternoon November
3 when the Falcons will meet
Toledo in a 3:30 D.m. battle.

debut late in the Kent game. Bower gained 24
yards in 4 carries and is listed as a starter for
tomorrow, with Julius Livas injured.

made it probably will be held
at Miami Beach, Fla., in
December.
"I'm Just about set to fight
Oscar Bonavena," said All.
"Isn't that something-me
fighting again in six weeks?"
He made the comment here
while getting set to do a
commentary on television of
his third round knockout of
Jerry Quarry at Atlanta, Ga.,
last Monday night. The fight
will be shown on ABC's Wide
World of Sports program
Saturday.
The fight with Quarry was
All's first in 3Vz years.
The unbeaten, former
universally
recognized
heavyweight champion, said
promoter Chris Dundee of
Miami Beach was working on
the fight with Bonavena, the
World Boxing Association's
No. 1 contender.
Chris Dundee is the brother
of Angelo Dundee, Ali's
trainer and manager.

individual race) Just as long than Nationals. Because as
as we win," said Sid. "I want far as the school is concerned
this ( the MAC) even more the MAC is the most important."
But fate has played a dirty
trick on the harriers as Dave
Wottle, the Lou Gehrig of the
team, pulled up lame
Tuesday.
"They don't know wtiat it is
When Marshall came
yet." said Wottle, "But they
here two years ago for
are bringing in a specialist to
Dad's Day, the head
look at it Saturday."
referee might as well

Football
ticket info

have been doing jumping jacks, he was
raising
his
arms
straight up so often.
Bowling Green won 5428.
Though there are
only three wins between
the two squads this
Dad's
Day,
BGMarshall football games
tend to be a little out of
the ordinary, and
tickets are still on sale
for tomorrow's contest.
Special Dad's Day
tickets are priced at $4,
enabling students'
parents and friends to
sit in the West side
student section. These
tickets will also be on
sale at the gates
tomorrow, but there will
be no student gate sale.
Student tickets sell
for .{50 and student
guest tickets for $3.
They are on sale at the
Memorial Hall ticket
office, open weekdays
from 9-12 and 1-5 p.nv,
and tomorrow morning
from 8-U a.m.

G
sporrs

With the number two man
out the battle that is being
waged for the sixth and
seventh spots on the team
becomes more important.
Normally the man who places

By L.D. Fullerton
Sports Photographer

Miami (5-1) at TOLEDO (7-0)
Marshall (2-4) at BOWLING GREEN (1-4-1)
Ohio (34) at WESTERN MICHIGAN (4-3)
Kent (2-4) at LOUISVILLE (34)
LastWeek(0'Breza)2-2 .500 percentage
Year to date 8-7, .533 percentage

Winter in Ohio is hardly the
perfect setting for a football
game. On the other hand, the
weather in Orlando, Florida,
is usually ideal.
Tomorrow afternoon, two
Ohio teams will be meeting in
the Glass Bowl to decide
which team will be the MidAmerican representative in
the warm-weather Tangerine
Bowl. Toledo went last year
and would love to go again.
The only bowl Miami has seen
recently Is the one they eat
their Wheaties out of. They
would be glad to go this year.
The game, which is TU's
homecoming, should be rough
and close. Miami leads the
conference in total offense, TU
in total defense. TU leads in
rushing, Miami in rushing
defense.
Miami leads in
passing, TU in passing
defense.

All-star contest
onds fall action

Aaaoclotad Praia Wlraphata

THE WINNER — Referee Tony Perez waves his arms to signal the
end of the fight between Muhammad All and Jerry Quarry.
Muhammad is already planning his next fight against Oscar
Bonavena which will probably take place in about six weeks.

sixth does not count in scoring,
but this week he wiU be the all
important fifth man. So far
Rich Breeze, Jim Ferstle,
Craig MacDonald, Dave
Olson, Rick Schnittker, and
Don Windom the chance is
there for more than just a spot
on the team.
They will
provide vital points in the
meet.
When the gun goes off
tomorrow morning at 11:15,
set back 15 minutes because of
a fitness run that will be held
at 10:30 for all interested
participants, the Falcons will
be in search of the "impossible dream", an undefeated season.

Both teams have beaten
Bowling Green this year and
both for the same reason—
they were able to generate an
offense. Defensively ■ both
teams were about even
against BG, but TU showed
more offensive spark.
It will be close, but Miami
hasn't quite got what it takes
to stop the Florida-bound
Rockets. Toledo 17, Miami 10.

Here in Bowling Green, the
Falcons host Marshall, a team
that handed BG a 21-16 loss
last year to snap a losing
string of more than 20 games.
If the Falcon offense can get
going like it did against Kent,
look for BG in a laugher.
But, if Vern Wireman can't
get the offense moving and
"Dandy" Don waits too long to
use reserve quarterback Don
Plusquellic (as he did last
week) the Big Green from
West Virginia could win again
this year. Bowling Green 24,
Marshall 14.
Ohio University is at
Western Michigan and needs
win to retain a mathematical
shot at the MAC title. But, BUI
Hess will have to wait 'til next
year because Western has
been tough at home all year
and the Bobcats have been too
inconsistent to win this one.
Western Michigan 30. Ohio 17.
The "ho-hum" game this
week finds Kent State in
Louisville Saturday night
Tte Cardinals hive done a
good Job of holding down
opponents scores, which
should make their Job even
easier tomorrow, since Kent
hasn't scored much.
I-ouisvilk 24, Kent 10.
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Notes on wax
By Mark Levtne
R. Serge Denlsoff
One of the main contemporary
currents in music is the mixing of jazz
with a form of rock. This approach, of
course, was popularized by Blood, Sweat,
and Tears and expanded upon by
Chicago. BST has according to most
knowledgable critics stagnated in its own
success and Chicago is plagued with
being too closely linked with BST, unfairly we might add.
With the success of "Spinning Wheel"
still ringing cash register-like, in their
ears, a number of other jazz-rock groups
have emerged. The latest of these is
CYNARA (ST 547). Cynara is different
from itsforeruiiners due to its sizeit only
has 5 members-and its more basic
awareness and reliance upon jazz.
Two lengthy cuts "Mermaid Song,"
and "Lullaby For the CIA" are strong
pieces - especially the latter which
features the work of drummer Elvin
Jones. Neither have much relationship
to rock.
The flip side, with three songs, is not
as impressive since the Jeff Watson
vocals sound just a bit strained and in the
old "Spinning Wheel" tradition. Cynara
is a logical extension of the seeds planted
by BST. It provides some interesting
new directions, particularly for those who
like rock a little, but jazz alot.
Pink Floyd's ATOM HEART
MOTHER (Harvest SKOA 3821 is one of
the better rock I.Ps of late. It combines
the melodic riffsof the Moody Blues with
the hard rock sub-structure of the early

Yardbird days of Jeff Beck and Jimmy
Page, who unfortunately have gone on to
other things.
ATOM HEART is not the type of work
which lends itself to wordy reviews since
many of the higher points defy
description. Pink Floyd, along with
Fleetwood Mac, once again illustrate
why the English rock musicians are so
much more sophisticated in the work
than their American counterparts. As
Downbeat would have it, a five star
record. The title suite is worth more.
Good jug band music, as the Lovin
Spoonful once noted is hard to beat.The
success of Mungo Jerry's "In the
Summertime" is yet one more evidence
of this fact.
MUNGO JERRY (Janus JXS-7000) is
an English group in the skiffle tradition,
and their recent album is a delight. The
album is simple and unpretenious, and a
welcome relief from the Detroit bands.
Many of the songs such as "My Friend,"
"Movin On," and "San Francisco Bay
Blues" are Jug band classics.
Not surprisingly 'In the Summertime'
is included, perhaps for commercial
appeal since the other songs are much
better. The rest of the collection is a
series of parodies such as "Johnny B.
Badde" a take-off on the Chuck Berry
piece. Their remake of Elvis Presley's
early Sun hit "Baby Let's Play House"
aptly illustrates what the proper use of
an echo chamber will or can do.
Mungo Jerry is not terribly
profound or "heavy" but they are fun to
listen to.
This album is available at the
University bookstore.

Antonioni flicks

Zabriskie Point — Blow Up
byMlkeFoley
Two of the best and certainly the most
beautiful films that I have ever seen are
now showing at Cinema II. They are the
two most recent films made by the
Italian film maker, Michaelangelo
Antonioni. Antonioni is known for such
Italian masterpieces as, "L'Avventura
L'Eclisse" and Red Desert."
His first English language film was
"Blow-up" which was made in 1965. It
stars David Hemmings as a free lance
photographer in modern London. While
photographing a girl with her lover in a
park, he also photographs something
which the girl does not want him to
photograph. She goes to his studio, he
gives her the wrong roll of film, she
leaves.
He then develops the film and through
a series of blow-ups of the pictures,
discovers that the thing that the girl did
not want him to find in the pictures is a
murder. He hangs the pictures of the
event around the studio and leaves to talk
to a friend. When he returns, the
photographs are gone as well as the
negatives, so he has no proof of the actuality of the event.
"Blow-up" is a beautifully visual film.
The star of the film is the camera and the
beautiful color photography.
Take
special notice of the use of color
throughout the film. For many of the
scenes, Antonioni would have buildings,
roads, trees and grass spray painted in
order to obtain the desired color.
To get into the film a bit deeper, which
is indeed what is meant to be done, Antonioni makes the viewer aware of the
abstract reality of the story. He even
questions if the important events of the
story ever really occurred but rather

NUMBER/9

were imagined.
For instance, at the end of the film,
the photographer returns to the sight of
the murder to find that the body is gone.
The whole scene, with the wind blowing
through thegreen-painted trees, gives the
illusion of fantasy.
Then the
photographer moves on to watch a tennis
game being played with an invisible
tennis ball which he even picks up to
throw back when it leaves the court.
There is a long shot of the
photographer standing alone on the grass
and the viewer begins to wonder just
what Antonioni's point of this all is. Then
the photographer disappears and it
becomes obvious what the point is.
The viewer of "Blow-up" has been put
through some beautiful scenes which
border on reality and unreality. We
watch a murder recreated but by the end
of Uie film we are not sure it. actuallv
occurred. Just how Antonioni justifies all
this is by having the photographer
disappear, thus making the whole film a
product of Antonioni's imagination. It
never really happened, but was only
imagined.
"Zabriskie Point" was made in
America a few years back and although

quite different in theme from "Blow-up"
is really quite similar in other areas.
I could criticize "Zabriskie Point"
because of it's mindlessness but it has to
be ignored. Antonioni, an Italian, makes
a film about the youth of the United
States. It is a difficult thing to do and
sadly, Antonioni does not carry it off.
Characters throughout the film are
totally unbelievable and tend to make
Antonioni appear a fool.
But the film is still a beautifully made
look at modern America. Basically, the
story of two young people, one, a girl sick
of the materialistic world which
surrounds her and, two, a boy who is
supposedly apart from that world. They
meet in the desert and end up at
"Zabriskie Point" to make love. That's
all the film leads up to. The love scene in
the desert is the high point of the film,
although Zabriskie Point is the low point
in our country. Antonioni spends half of
his film seducing the audience to the love
scene.
The story is really too difficult to talk
about, so let's get on to the thing which I
think is important about the film.
Toward the end. the girls is standing

back from the house of her former lover
(not the boy, this guy was before him)
and she imagines it blowing up. Antonioni shot the scene of the house
blowing up from about 12 different angles
and we watch it blow up again and again.
Then we move in for a closer look and
see, for instance, just the porch blow up.
Then we watch, a television, clothes
racks, refrigerator, patio, furniture, all
the material elements which represent
this terrible life to the girl, blowing up in
slow motion.
It is one of the most beautiful uses of
cinema that I have ever seen. All these
things blowing up in such slow motion as
to make them appear to be floating under
water. It is powerful enough of a scene as
to force the viewer to go back and
reevaluate the entire film. It alone Is
worth going to see.
I wish that I could go on talking about
these two great films, but there is no
room. They warrant a great deal of
discussion and thought. I hope that I
have given enough as to interest you into
seeing them. It will be quite an experience. At Cinema II for only one
week. Rated "R".

Tithonus Revisited
By Patrick Welch
"Please talk slowly and move softly," the aide instructed.
"Tithonus is older than time; more ages than you can conceive
have flowed through his eyes. Show respect for his years and
wisdom."
I nodded deferentially and followed him into the wooden hut.
In side the candles were few and their light weakened by the fog
of incense. In the corner I could see an old man sitting with his
back to the wall. It was Tithonus.
"A visitor has come to seek your council, master. He
requests your consent to place himself before your eyes," the
aide whispered to the sage.
The old man shook himself, and I imagined dust falling from
the wrinkles in his skin. Now that my eyes had adjusted to the
dimness I could see he was completely bald, and only a
scraggly, dirty beard yellowed by time hinted that he had not
always been so. His body was desicated. his legs so much so that
they were useless.
The rags he wore crawled with parasites but he paid them no
attention. "Tell him he has permission," he cracked in a voice
as wrinkled as he. The aide bid me approach and I prostrated
myself before Tithonus. "You have come to ask but first you
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must listen," he began slowly, almost chantingly. "Only then
will you have wisdom, only then will you know what you do not."
The ancient held me with his eyes, gray as time, as he
recounted the wonders and terrors he had witnessed in his long
journey through life. Of civilizations rising, falling, and
decaying beneath the dust of centuries. Of false gods abandoned
and true gods embraced. Of conquerers vanquished and their
betters conquered.
The story of mankind was written in the lines of his body, the
veins of his eyes. He kept me spellbound for hours with the web
of history he wove. At the end he beckoned me to stand. "You
have heard much, young wanderer. What possible question
remains to be asked?"
"Why?"
The old man shuddered as if I had struck him. "Why?" He
hesitated. "I do not understand."
I laughed viciously. "You are a fool, old man. You have
wasted ten thousand lifetimes. Life, death; why? A simple
question. You know nothing, old man. You cannot teach. You
have nothing to teach. You waste my time, old man."
I left Tithonus and his aide in their dirty wooden hut, secure
with the knowledge that they like I, knew nothing.

